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(2) Objectives:   Briefly summarize the objectives of the research effort or the statement of work.   
 
It is only the observable part of the real world that can be presented in data. For such a scattered, i.e., an incomplete 
and ill-structured data, data crystallizing aims at presenting the hidden structure by inserting dummy items 
corresponding to unobservable, i.e., hidden events, to the given data on past events. The existence of hidden events 
and their position in the environment will be visualized as a result of data crystallizing. This basic method is 
expected to be applicable for various real world domains to which chance-discovery methods have been applied. 
This project aims at developing the process of data crystallizing, with a new tool extending KeyGraph, based on the 
process of chance discovery. In the research, experiments will be made using artificial data obtained from simulating 
the target of intelligence analysis, i.e., organized crimes.  Then, the method will be applied to real workplaces with 
real data, real analysts, in real world domains. 
 
(3)  Status of effort:   A brief statement of progress towards achieving the research objectives.  (Limit this 

section to about 200 words or less.) 
 

The basic procedure of data crystallizins has got realized with a tool which insert dummy items, corresponding 
to unobservable events, to the given data on past events. The existence of these unobservable events and their 
relations with other events are visualized by applying KeyGraph iteratively to the data donated with dummy items, 
gradually increasing the number of edges in the graph, like the crystallization of snow with gradual decrease in the 
air temperature.  For tuning the granularity level of structure to be visualized, this tool is integrated with human’s 
process of chance discovery. Then, a new technique has been developed to understand dark events and to extend the 
chance discovery process. The technique is human-interactive annealing for revealing latent structures along with 
the algorithm for discovering dark events. Test data generated from a scale-free network shows that the precision of 
the algorithm is up to 90%. An experiment on discovering an invisible leader hidden under an on-line decision-
making circumstance showed a significantly high performance of the method, and a trial for the analysis on 
unknown emerging technology has been demonstrated. 
 
(4)  Abstract:   Briefly describe research accomplishments, their significance to the field, and their relationship to 

the original goals.   
Accomplishments 
a. Stage 1) Development of basic tool : For a scattered, i.e., an incomplete and ill-structured dataset, we realized a 

tool for data crystallizing which inserts dummy items, corresponding to unobservable events. The existence of 
these unobservable events and their relations with other events are visualized by applying KeyGraph iteratively 
to the data donated with dummy items, gradually increasing the number of edges in the graph, like the 
crystallization of snow with gradual decrease in the air temperature.  For tuning the granularity level of 
structure to be visualized, this tool is integrated with human’s process of chance discovery. This basic method 
came to be proven applicable for the discovery of hidden leaders of meetings, i.e., managers who do not appear 
in the meeting room but are sending commands to the members who appear in the meetings. 

b. Stage 2) Refinement of the method by weighing human’s role in the process of discovery : We addressed hidden 
structure visualization adaptive to human's prior understanding. Visualization can be adjusted based on the 
degree of the user's prior understanding of the problem domain. The degree is represented by a temperature 
parameter used in the human-interactive annealing along with stable deterministic crystallization algorithm. 
When the understanding of the problem is believed to be richer, the temperature shall be set higher. More 
complex higher-order hidden structures shall be revealed. This will lead to the discovery of unique and 
unexpected scenario. On the other hand, when the understanding is poorer, the temperature shall be set lower. 
The user should try to understand the basic lower-order structures from the event graph. Such adaptive nature is 
convenient to discover unexpected scenarios in the individual user’s own perspective. The adaptive nature of 
the annealing process was demonstrated for examples of social network visualizations from: (1) Test data 
generated from a scale-free network, resulting in the discovery precision of up to 90%.  (2) Real on-line 
communication where people met for group decision, resulting in precisely discovering real leaders who had 
been deleted from the data of communication  (3) data of persons related to famous politicians. 

Significance to the field 
The basis of this proposal has been chance discovery, which means to discover a chance, defined as an event 
significant for making a decision. Using existing data in business and natural/social sciences, we have been 
achieving successful chance discoveries in various domains, including (not restricted to): 



- Marketing, where consumer-behaviors from hidden motivations are dealt with,  
- Prediction of earthquakes caused by hidden active faults 
- Hepatitis treatment, where some observation might be missing in the blood test. 

In studies on chance discovery, we have been working well in finding rare but significant events. Data 
crystallizing means to extend chance discovery to the discovery of significant events which have never 
occurred in the given data, i.e., from low-frequency to zero-frequency. This means to deal with more uncertain 
environment where human may miss important event, than we have been dealing with in data mining or 
chance discovery.    
 A relevant research area to Chance Discovery is Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery (EELD), 
where important links of people with other people and with their own actions are to be discovered from 
heterogeneous sources of data. The difference between Chance Discovery and EELD, at the time we began this 
project, was in the position of human factors in the research approaches. In Chance Discovery, the 
visualization techniques such as KeyGraph have been used for clarifying the effect of chances, by enforcing 
the user’s thoughts on scenarios in the real environment.  On the other hand, the EELD program mainly 
contributed to identifying the most significant links among items more automatically and precisely than human.  
After the one year of this successful project, we showed an improvement of the visualization tool reinforces 
the process of chance discovery, and this may be regarded as a new feature of the state of chance discovery. 
 I expect these two will meet, because the studies in EELD is now oriented to coupling symbolic 
expressions of human knowledge with a machine learning system. That is, human’s interaction with machine 
intelligence is coming to the centers of these two domains.  Some studies in EELD, such as data visualization 
for decision making, serve bridges between human and machine. In this sense, our methods for data 
crystallization is expected to contribute to EELD as well as to chance discovery. 
 
Relation to the goal 
The sphere of real world applications linked from this basic research is expected to include intelligence 
analysis aiming to arrest unknown leaders, development of new (unknown) products, aiding corporate 
behaviors by detecting unknown interest of employees, etc. We successfully accomplished to show the 
potential ability of our methods to solve these new problems, by applying to toy (simulated) and real problems 
corresponding to small-size version of these up-to-date problems. 
 

 
 
(5)  Personnel Supported:   List the professional personnel supported by the contract and/or the personnel who 

participated significantly in the research effort. 
 
Yuki Nyu: Organized the message board where various decision making by a group of 10 to 30 people were made. 

Significant experimental results have been obtained from her organizational efforts. 
Yoshiharu Maeno, Mr: Developed and implemented the new method human-interactive annealing. 
Kataichi Ito, Mr:  Implemented the basic tool for the experiments of data crystallization 
 
(6)  Publications:   List peer-reviewed publications submitted and/or accepted during the contract period. 
Yoshiharu Maeno and Yukio Ohsawa, Human-Computer Interactive Annealing for Discovering Invisible Dark 

Events, submitted to IEEE Transaction on Humatronics (Under review 2006) 
Yoshiharu Maeno and Yukio Ohsawa, Understanding of dark events for harnessing risk, Chance 

Discovery for Real World Decision Making, Chapter 22,  Springer Verlag (2006) 
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Transaction on Information Science and Application, Vol.3 No.7, pp.1324-1331 (2006)  
Tsuneki Sakakibara, Yukio Ohsawa, Gradual-Increase Extraction of Target Baskets as Preprocess for 

Visualizing Simplified Scenario Maps by KeyGraph, Journal of Soft Computing (2006) To Appear 
Naohiro Matsumura, Yukio Ohsawaa, Mitsuru Ishizuka, Combination Retrieval for Creating Knowledge from 

Sparse Document-Collection, Journal of Knowledge Based Systems, Vol.18, No.7, pp.327 -- 333 
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Yukio Ohsawa, Scenario Understanding of Hepatitis Progress and Recovery by Annnotation-based Integration 
of Data based Scenario Maps, GESTS International Trans. Computer Science and Engineering Vol.22, 
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Noriyuki Kushiro, and Yukio Ohsawa, a A scenario acquisition method with multi-dimensional hearing and 
hierarchical accommodation process, New Mathematics and Natural Computation Vol.2, No.1, pp.101-
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Xavier Llor, a David E. Goldberg, Yukio Ohsawa, et al, Innovation and Creativity support via Chance 
Discovery, Genetic Algorithms, New Mathematics and Natural Computation, Vol.2, No.1, pp.85-100 
(2006)  

Yukio Ohsawa, Naohiro Matsumura, Naoaki Okazaki Understanding Scenarios of Individual Patients of 
Hepatitis in Double Helical Process Involving KeyGraph and DSV, The Fourth IEEE International 
Workshop on Soft Computing as Transdisciplinary Science and Technology (WSTST05), Muroran, 
pp.456- 469 (2005)  

Tsuneki Sakakibara, Yukio Ohsawa Knowledge Discovery Method by Gradual Increase of Target Baskets 
from Sparse Dataset The Fourth IEEE International Workshop on Soft Computing as Transdisciplinary 
Science and Technology (WSTST05), Muroran, pp.480- 489 (2005)  

Yuichi Washida, Hiroshi Tamura, Yukio Ohsawa Examining Small World Problem Using KeyGraph The 
Fourth IEEE International Workshop on Soft Computing as Transdisciplinary Science and Technology 
(WSTST05), Muroran, pp.490- 500 (2005)  

 
(7)  Interactions:   Please list: 

 
(a) Participation/presentations at meetings, conferences, seminars, etc. 

 
Yukio Ohsawa: "Data Crystallization: A Project Beyond Chance Discovery for Discovering Unobservable 

Events," Invited Talk in IEEE International Conference on Granular Computing, Beijin (CDROM, 2005) 
Yukio Ohsawa: Plenary Lecture "Chance Discovery: Data-based Decision for Design and Business" 

International Workshop on Chance Discovery, Aletheia University, Taipei (2005) 
Yukio Ohsawa: "Data Crystallization: A Project Beyond Chance Discovery for Discovering Unobservable 

Events" IEEE International Conference on Granular Computing, Beijin (2005)  
Yuko Ohsawa: Designing Systems for Chance Discovery, The Fourth IEEE International Workshop on Soft 

Computing as Transdisciplinary Science and Technology, Plenary Lecture (2005) 
Yukio Ohsawa, Takaichi Itoh, Data Crystallizer: Tool for Discovering Unobservable Events, 1st Annual 

Workshop on Rough Sets and Chance Discovery (RSCD) in conjunction with 8th Joint Conference on 
Information Sciences (JCIS 2005), Salt Lake City (2005)  

Kazuhisa INABA and Yukio OHSAWA, Study on a Method for Supporting Scenario Extraction from Time 
Series Information, 1st Annual Workshop on Rough Sets and Chance Discovery (RSCD) in conjunction 
with 8th Joint Conference on Information Sciences (JCIS 2005), Salt Lake City (2005)  

Kenichi HORIE and Yukio OHSAWA, Extracting High Quality Scenario for Consensus On New 
Specifications of Equipment, 1st Annual Workshop on Rough Sets and Chance Discovery (RSCD) in 
conjunction with 8th Joint Conference on Information Sciences (JCIS 2005), Salt Lake City (2005) 

Yukio Ohsawa, Human-based Annotation of Data-based Scenario Flow on Scenario Map for Understanding 
Hepatitis Scenarios, Proc. KES Conference (2005)  

Noriyuki Kushiro and Yukio Ohsawa, A Scenario Elicitation Method in Cooperation with Requirements 
Engineering and Chance Discovery, Proc. KES Conference (2005)  

Calkin A.S. Montero, Yukio Ohsawa, Kenji Araki Modelling the Discovery of Critical Utterances, Proc. KES 
Conference (2005)  



Ken-ichi Horie, Yukio Ohsawa, Extracting High Quality Scenario for Consensus on Specifications of New 
Products, Proc. KES Conference (2005) 
 
(b)  Describe cases where knowledge resulting from your effort is used, or will be used, in a technology 

application.  Not all research projects will have such cases, but please list any that have occurred. 
- Visualizing the data of patent lists of a company, with our method of data crystallization, enabled to see new 

technologies not yet existing in the world. 
 
(8)  New:    
 

(a)   List discoveries, inventions, or patent disclosures.  (If none, report None.). 
 
-  The basic method of data crystallization, enabling to realize hidden leaders and hidden demands in the 
market. 
- The advanced method of data crystallization, which we call human-interactive annealing. 
 
Patent disclosures: None 
 
(b)   Complete the attached “DD Form 882, Report of Inventions and Subcontractors.” 

 
(9)  Honors/Awards:   List honors and awards received during the contract period, or emanating from the 

AOARD-supported research project.  
 
 - Young scientist award, from the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology (May 2005) 
 
 
 
(10)  Archival Documentation:   This section should include a description of your work at a level of technical 

detail that you think to be appropriate.  Submission of reprints/preprints often satisfies this requirement.  If 
you have questions on how to prepare this section, please discuss this matter with your AOARD program 
manager. 

 
Attached (the copies of articles below) 

 
Yoshiharu Maeno and Yukio Ohsawa, Understanding of dark events for harnessing risk, Chance 

Discovery for Real World Decision Making, Chapter 22m  Springer Verlag (2006) 
Yukio Ohsawa, Data Crystallization: Chance Discovery Extended for Dealing with Unobservable Events, 

New Mathematics and Natural Computation Vol.1, No.3, pp.373 - 392 (2005)  
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This paper introduces the concept of Chance Discovery, i.e., discovery of an event sig-

ni�cant for decision making. Then, this paper also presents a current research project

on Data Crystallization, which is an extension of Chance Discovery. The need for Data

Crystallization is that only the observable part of the real world can be stored in data.

For such scattered, i.e., incomplete and ill-structured data, data crystallizing aims at pre-

senting the hidden structure among events including unobservable ones. This is realized

with a tool which inserts dummy items, corresponding to unobservable but signi�cant

events, to the given data on past events. The existence of these unobservable events and

their relations with other events are visualized with KeyGraph, showing events by nodes

and their relations by links, on the data with inserted dummy items. This visualization

is iterated with gradually increasing the number of links in the graph. This process is

similar to the crystallization of snow with gradual decrease in the air temperature. For

tuning the granularity level of structure to be visualized, this tool is integrated with

human's process of chance discovery. This basic method is expected to be applicable for

various real world domains where chance-discovery methods have been applied.

Keywords: Unobservable Events; Chance Discovery; Data Crystallization

1. Introduction

In this study, my research team is revealing events that are potentially important

but have never been observed. Because they are not included in the data, existing

mining methods hardly help in identifying such events. Data crystallization is the

challenge to this di�cult problem. It forms an extension of what we have been

calling Chance Discovery since 2000

1;2;3

.

Chance discovery means the discovery of a chance, which is de�ned as an event

signi�cant for decision making. This has been a real challenge to go beyond the

methodology of data mining, in that the new goal is the understanding of the

�

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Government. Mr. Takaichi Ito, Keio University,

contributed to this study as the software developer of data crystallization.

y

School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8653 Japan

(e-mail: y.ohsawa@ gmail.com).
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meaning of rare events for making decisions, rather than learning rules for pre-

dicting these rare events

6;7

. For example, developers of cellular phone are seeking

comments from users. Some comments signi�cantly a�ect the decision of a devel-

oper to redesign cellular phones, so they can be regarded as \chances." Given these

comments, data/text mining tools may be able to show the relations between com-

ments, the similarities of users, etc. On the other hand, methods of chance discovery

aid human-computer interactions to potentially achieve the detection of rare but in-

uential events/words/items/people

8;9;10

. In order to realize Chance Discovery, we

developed tools of data-visualization

11;12

, to be coupled with human's perception

of chances

13

. In the next section, we will review previous approaches to Chance

Discovery.

2. The Problem of Chance Discovery

Let us de�ne a scenario as a sequence of events and actions in a certain context. For

example, suppose a customer of a drug store buys a number of items in series, a few

items per month. He has an urge to do so because he has a certain persistent disease.

In this case, ful�lling a remedy of the disease suggested by his doctor is the purpose

covering the entire event-sequence, where an event is the patient's purchase of a

drug. Here, the purpose to ful�ll the remedy is the context covering the sequence.

Then, this patient may learns about a new drug, and starts to take it for changing

the scenario to a radical cure. After a month, his doctor gets upset hearing this

change in the treatment due to the patient's ignorance regarding the risk of the

new drug. Here, the doctor noticed the risky scenario in the context of side e�ects.

The doctor urgently introduces surgical operation, a powerful method to overcome

the side e�ects and change into the third scenario in the context of recovery.

In this example, we �nd two \chances" in the three scenarios. The �rst chance is

the information about the new drug which changes from the �rst remedy scenario

to the second scenario, i.e., the risky one. Then the doctor's surprise became the

second chance to turn to the third scenario. According to the de�nition of \chance"

by Ohsawa

1

, i.e., an event or a situation signi�cant for decision making, a chance

occurs at the cross point of multiple scenarios as in the example above, because

a decision is to select one scenario in the future. Based on this idea, methods of

Chance Discovery may contribute signi�cantly to sciences and business domains

3

.

Here, let us stand on the position of a physician looking at the time series of

symptoms during the progress of an individual patient's disease. The physician

should take appropriate actions for curing this patient, at appropriate times.

Scenario1 = event1! event2! event3 (the progress of the disease):

Scenario2 = event4! event5! event6 (the effect of the new drug):(2.1)

Each event-sequence in Eq.(2.1) is a scenario as far as it is covered by some

coherent context. For example, Scenario 1 is in the context of disease progression

without treatment, and Scenario 2 is a scenario in the context of taking a new drug
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with a side e�ect. Suppose there is another event 9, meaning the appearance of the

new drug, shortly after event 2. The patient took this as a good chance, by just

looking at the local relation among event 2, event 9, and event 4. For this patient's

perception, the appearance of event 9 just after event 2 became essential for making

a decision, and looked like a signi�cant chance. However, the doctor looked at the

overall relations among all events in the map in Fig. 1, and noticed the patient is

going in a wrong direction. Thanks to his awareness of a side e�ect (event 5) of the

new drug, he decides to perform a surgical operation.

Detecting an event at a cross point between multiple scenarios, such as event

2, event 9, and event 5 above, and selecting the scenario that includes such a cross

point is the essence of Chance Discovery. In general, the meaning of a scenario

with an explanatory context is easier to understand than an event shown alone.

From Fig.1, we can understand the three basic scenarios, and the novel scenario

emerging from connecting the basic scenarios via chance events. However, event 2,

event 9, and event 5 as shown in Fig.1, are harder to understand if they are shown

independently of other events. Without this understanding, it would be di�cult

to obtain the patient's consensus on introducing the surgical operation, because a

rare event such as event 9 makes the situation harder to accept, and because this

surgical operation itself is rare for ordinary patients.

For realizing such an understanding, visualizing the scenario map i.e. a two-

dimensional graph on which user can �nd a meaningful scenario by �nding a context

covering a connected sequence of events, is useful. For example, on the scenario map

in Fig.1, user can �nd the connected scenario beginning from Scenario 1, to move on

via Scenario 2, and, �nally, to reach Scenario 3. Here, we can regard each familiar

scenario, such as Scenario 1 or Scenario 2, as an island. And, let us regard a path

of links between islands as a bridge. In Chance Discovery, the problem then is to

have the user obtaining bridges between islands, in order to explain the meaning

of connections between islands by means of bridges, as a scenario which can be

expressed in a language that is understandable for the user himself/herself.

3. The Human-Machine Interaction in Chance Discovery

In the prevalent term \scenario development," a scenario may sound like something

to be \developed" by humans who consciously control the process by planning

actions. However, valuable scenarios may often \emerge" unconsciously from com-

munications of humans. For example, a scenario workshop developed by the Danish

Board of Technology (2003) starts from scenarios of the future society that are pre-

set by writers, then experts in the domain corresponding to the preset scenarios

discuss scenarios for achieving further improvements. The discussants write down

their opinions during the workshop, but it is rare that they notice all the reasons why

those opinions came out and why the revised scenarios have been �nally obtained.

This process of a scenario workshop can be compared with the KJ (Kawakita

Jiro) method. In the KJ method, participants write down their initial ideas on
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Fig. 1. A chance that exists at the cross point of scenarios. The scenario in the thick arrows

emerged from Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

KJ cards and hence arrange the cards in a 2D-space, in co-working for �nding a

good plan of actions. Here, the idea on each card reects the future scenario in a

participant's mind. The new combination of proposed scenarios, generated during

the arrangement and the rearrangements of KJ cards, helps the emergence of new

valuable scenarios. In some design processes, on the other hand, it has been pointed

out that ambiguous information can trigger creations

4

. The common point among

the scenario \workshop", the \combination" of ideas in the KJ method, and the

\ambiguity" of the information to a designer is that scenarios presented from the

viewpoint of each participant's environment, are bridged via ambiguous pieces of

information about di�erent mental worlds, which the participants attend. From

these bridges, each participant indeed recognizes situations or events which may

work as \chances" i.e., cross-over points for fusing others' scenarios with one's own.

This can be extended to other domains than designing. In the example of Fig.1,

the hopeful Scenario 3 after event 5 may be proposed by the doctor, and connected

with Scenario 2 chosen by the patient before event 5. Here, event 5 played the role

of cross-over point of the two scenarios, or the starting point of the thick arrow

bridge.

In the studies of Chance Discovery, the discovery process has been supposed

by Ohsawa to follow the Double Helix (DH) model

13

as shown in Fig.2 (Data

Crystallization in Fig.2 is to be explained in later sections). The DH process starts

from the initial state of the user's mind that is concerned with catching a new
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chance. This concern is reected to acquiring external data to be analyzed by a

data-visualizing tool such as KeyGraph (to appear in later sections), which has

been speci�cally designed for Chance Discovery. The visualization tool may depict

each item in the data as a node, and the co-occurrence between items may be shown

as links among nodes. Such a diagram has been regarded as a scenario map like

Fig.1.

Fig. 2. Data crystallization on then double helix process.

Looking at the scenario map obtained, possible scenarios and their meanings

emerge in each user's mind. Then, users participate in a co-working group for Chance

Discovery, sharing the same scenario map. Here, they present the scenarios they �nd

from the map. As a result, the computer acquires internal data i.e. the text data

recording the thoughts and opinions presented in the discussion. The visualization

tool is used now again: Words corresponding to contextual bridges are visualized,

connected with prevalent daily-life contexts of participants. By this time, the par-

ticipants discover chances on the bridges. Based on these chances, the users can

make a new decision in the real world. Finally, the users perform a real action on

which they obtain concerns with new chances, and the helical process returns to

the initial step of the next cycle.

In the case of marketing, participants of a business meeting ran on the DH
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process with sharing the result of KeyGraph. They looked at the map of their mar-

ket using KeyGraph, where nodes correspond to products and links corresponding

to co-occurrences between products in the customer's basket data. On this map,

participants (market researchers) discussed with exchanging scenarios of customers

living on various product-segments corresponding to local islands in the map. As a

result, they found new scenarios of living customers who may buy products in all

over the wide market. In contrast, previous methods of data-based marketing could

identify focused segments of products and the scenarios in each local segment. This

realized the hits of new products appearing in KeyGraph at bridges between islands.

Thus, the participants of the DH process really discovered remarkable chances, and

made real business pro�ts

8

.

4. Data Crystallization: A New Challenge

The complexity of the real world was sometimes beyond the reach of previous meth-

ods for Chance Discovery: A few nerd users of cellular phones, who do not send out

comments frequently about their way of using cellular, are likely to create a new

fashion causing strong inuences on other users. The developer's question is \where

is the innovative user?" If answers to these questions are available, the developer

can continue to observe the behaviors of the innovative user, and may be able to

catch the signs of new trends. This can be a signi�cant chance in business, that

may a�ect his decision.

It is meaningless to ask hundreds of monitors \who gave you the idea to use

cellular phones in this way?" because users seldom see innovative users, but only

see other users' accessories of cellular which are the indirect e�ects of the innovation.

As a result, neither comments nor names of innovators can be included in the data

on user's comments. Here arose the problem of Data Crystallization.

Data Crystallization, our new project that extends Chance Discovery, is dedi-

cated to experts working in real domains where discoveries of unobservable events

are desired. For example, let us consider intelligence analysis, where expert inves-

tigators of criminal-group behaviors are exploring links among members. The top

leader (see the dark man at the top of Fig.3) of the criminal organization may

phone a few times to sub-leaders managing local sections (Mr. A and Mr. B in

Fig.3). For responding to these top-level commands, each local section holds its

internal communication, via di�erent media from that the top leader used for con-

tacting sub-leaders. Then, the sub-leaders may meet to achieve consensus before

responding to the top leader. Meanwhile, the leader does not appear in any meet-

ings. In this way, someone never observed in meetings or mailing lists may be the

actual leader.

5. The Method Overview of Data Crystallization

The objective of Data Crystallization is to detect (not only rare but) unobservable

signi�cant events. In this paper, I present an approach integrating two new methods,
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to a breakthrough from the currents state of art in Chance Discovery.

The �rst is a method of visualizing data by inserting arti�cial dummy items.

These dummy items mean unobservable events, of which the entities are totally

unknown. The second is the human's process of discovery, where the chance may

not be included in the data. For example, if the leader of a criminal group is unob-

servable, the intelligence analyst should become concerned with someone contacting

sub-leaders moderating local meetings (Mr. A and Mr. B in Fig.3). Then, the ana-

lyst may move to the step of observing the living environments of Mr. A and Mr.

B. In this way, human's interaction with the real world should be positioned in the

process of data crystallization.

Basically, the presented method follows the Double Helix process as in Fig.2,

which had been originally developed for Chance Discovery

13

and modi�ed specif-

ically for Data Crystallization. It begins with user's initial concern with occurring

events which may be chances. On this concern, he/she collects data from the envi-

ronment. The data are visualized in the computer-generated Map 1 of Fig.2, showing

the computed relations between events in the real world, and the user begins to think

of possible scenarios by connecting the events visualized. His/her thought here, or

the communication of people working together, are stored in text. This text means

stories rising from user's real-life experiences corresponding to the scenarios drawn

in Map 1. This text is then visualized in Map 2. By looking at Map 2, possible

scenarios composed of a sequence of events including unobservable chances become

externalized. This lets the user become concerned with a certain part of the real

environment, and brings the user to the start of the next cycle of the helical process.

The e�ect of this process, to tuning the granularity of information about chances,

enabled applications such as selling new products in marketing

8

, detecting earth-

quake signs

14

, treatment opportunity of hepatitis

9

etc. For Data Crystallization,

we extend this process by putting the dummy-based visualization to Map 1 and Map

2. In this way, we aim at resolving harder problems than we challenged so far: Dis-

covery of unobservable criminal leaders, revealing latent innovators, unobservable

symptoms of hepatitis, unobservable active faults of earthquakes, etc.

6. KeyGraph: The Basic Tool for Visualizing Scenario Maps

KeyGraph

11;12

is a tool we had developed for visualizing relations among data

items, corresponding to events in the real world. If the environment here means the

society attacked by the teamwork of a criminal group, KeyGraph shows the relation

of the group's members on the co-existing frequencies among members. In Eq.(6.2),

let data D1 express a set of meetings, inserting a period (\.") at each end of a

meeting. Here, \member1" in Eq.(6.2) can be regarded as an event that a member

appeared in a meeting place. Regarding each item in the data as an event rather

than an object is meaningful in interpreting KeyGraph as a scenario map, where

the sequence of events should be grasped from the connections between nodes.
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D1 = (set1)member1 member2 member3:

(set2)member1 member2 member3 member4:

(set3)member4 member5 member7 member6:

(set4)member5 member2 member3 member7 member6:

(set5)member1 member2 member7 member6 member9:

(set6)member5 member7 member6 member9: (6.2)

KeyGraph takes the following steps, and is applied to data in the form of D1.

Consequently, Fig.4 is obtained.

KeyGraph-Step 1: The M

1

most frequent items in the data (e.g., \member1" in

Eq.(6.2)) are depicted with black nodes. TheM

2

most strongly co-occurring

item-pairs (i.e., the pairs of the highest values of the Jaccard co-e�cient J

in Eq.(6.3)) get linked via black lines.

J(X;Y ) = p(X \ Y )=p(X [ Y ): (6.3)

Here, p(X \ Y ) means the probability that both item X and item Y

appear in the same lines in data (as in D1 in Eq.(6.2)). p(X \ Y ) can

be computed by dividing the number of lines including both X and Y by

the number of all lines in the data. Similarly p(X [ Y ) is de�ned to mean

the probability that either item X or item Y appears in the same lines

in data. For example, member1, member2, and member3 in Eq.(6.2) are

connected with black lines in Fig.4. Each connected graph here forms one

island implying a basic context of the belonging members' life.

KeyGraph-Step 2: The M

3

items co-occurring with islands in the map most

strongly, i.e., X of the largest key(X) in Eq.(6.4), are obtained as hubs.

For example, member9 in Eq.(6.2) is obtained here as a hub.

key(X) = 1� �

Y :each island

f1� J(X;Y )g: (6.4)

That is, the strength here between item X and island Y is computed

as Jaccard co-e�cient, after changing the name of each item in an island

into the name of the island, in the given data. For example, if member1 is

included in the �rst island, so it is renamed into island1. If member5 is in

the second island, it is renamed into island2, inD1. Then, the co-occurrence

strength between member9 and island1 is computed on Eq.(6.3), and is

used in Eq.(6.4). In the obtained result, a path of links connecting islands

via hubs is called a bridge. If a hub is rarer than black nodes, it is colored

in a di�erent color (e.g. red or white) than black. We regard such a hub as

a candidate of chance, because it can be meaningful for a decision to jump

from an island to another island.
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Fig.4 supports the generation of a scenario of criminal behaviors, such as the

one below, by recollecting information about the members from explicit or implicit

(tacit) knowledge of intelligence analysts.

\Member1;member2, and member3 are working together. And,

member5;member6, andmember7 form another group. When they

meet member9, member9 may give commands to both groups from

a higher level of the organization."

The appearance of a bridging member can be a central topic in the analysts' com-

munication about crimes, and aids user's �nding of chance events or items.

Fig.5 is the KeyGraph, for D2 in Eq.(6.5), the internal data from a communica-

tion of intelligence analysts about the criminal group. Each word is regarded here

as an event, and a message from one participant as an event-set (i.e., as one line

in Eq.(6.2)). The large islands in Fig.5, i.e., fmember1, member2, member3g and

fmember5, member6, member7g mean the two groups are familiar to the analysts.

The bridges of \message" and \forwards" linked to member9 show that member9

can just forward messages from one group to the other. On the other hand, we also

�nd in Fig.5 that member9 may be a leader if member4 is \supposed" to be the

secretary. Mr. Z decided to check the personal data of member4, as the \other" can-

didate for being the leader. However, from Fig.5, Mr. X and Mr. Y should note that

Mr. Z was \sure" that member4 is the secretary. They should now check why Mr.

Z made such contradictory comments. He may be telling a lie, or maybe member

4 is usually behaving ambiguously. Thus the focus of uncertainty is detected, and

data can be collected in order to increase the granularity of information about the

uncertain member. It is potentially possible now to decide to perform a new action

for intelligence analysis.

D2 = the following text : (6.5)

\Mr.X: member1, member2, and member3 are working together.

Mr.Y: And, member5 and member7 also form another group. I do

not know member4...

Mr.Z: I guess member9 is the leader of the all group of member1,

member2, member3, member5, member6, and member7. I am sure

member4 is their secretary.

Mr. X: I think member5, member6, and member7 are a group.

But member9 forwards the message from member1, member2, and

member3, to member5, member6, and member7.

Mr. Y: Suppose member4 is a secretary, who other than member9

can be the leader??

Mr. Z: Let me check the personal data of member4 again. "
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Fig. 3. Intelligence analysis seeking hidden leader.

Fig. 4. An example of KeyGraph: Islands are obtained from D1 in Eq.(6.2), including sets

fmember1, member2, member3g and fmember5, member6, member7g respectively. The nodes in

and outside of the islands show frequent and rare items respectively, and member4 and member9

show rare hubs bridging islands.

Fig. 5. KeyGraph, for the internal data. Islands are obtained from D2 in Eq.(4).
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7. Data Crystallizer and The Data Crystallization Process

7.1. Data Crystallizer: A Tool for Creating Dummy Items

Data Crystallization aims at presenting the hidden structure among events including

unobservable ones. This is realized on the process of Chance Discovery, with using a

tool called Data Crystallizer, which inserts dummy items representing the potential

existence of unobservable events, to the given data. Unobservable events and their

relations with other events are to be visualized by applying KeyGraph, iteratively

to the data, which were revised by inserting dummy items with Data Crystallizer. In

each iteration, the size of each island is increased for reducing the granularity of the

structure visualized. In essence, Data Crystallizer we developed runs the following

procedure.

The procedure of data crystallizer

k :=1; Hidden 0 := fg; line 0 :=fg; M

1

:= a value provided by the user;

for M

2

= 1 to M

1

(M

1

+1)/2 do

for all i; j 2 0, 1, � � � , N such that j � i do

if line i and line j are equal then insert(D, k, i, j);

H := keygraph(D, M

1

, M

2

, M

3

:= M

1

/2);

for j =1 to N do

If j 2n H then dlete (D, k, j);

If H 6= Hidden k then

k := k+1;

Hidden k := H;

for m =0 to k � 1 do

delete(D;m;Hidden m \H);

Hidden m := Hidden m nH;

Let me introduce the symbols employed: D is the data to be analyzed with

KeyGraph in the function KeyGraph(D, M

1

, M

2

, M

3

). N is the number of lines

(co-occurrence units) in the data, and line j represents the set of items in the j-th

line. H represents the set of line-numbers where the dummy items, which appeared

on the bridges of the current KeyGraph, are positioned in the data.Hidden imeans

the set of line-numbers with a dummy item which appeared on a bridge of the

KeyGraph in the i-th level. The function insert (D, k, i, j) means to insert k j,

the dummy node for the j-th line in the k-th level of crystallization, to the i-th line

of data D and from data D. delete(D, k, j) means to delete k j, the dummy item

for the j-th line on the k-th level, for all its appearances in data D.

Intuitively, we can explain the procedure as follows. Crystallization here means

to present the structure of the relationship among items in and out of (dummy)

the data. First, k, the level of crystallized structure, is set to 1. The value of M

1

(the number of black nodes in KeyGraph) is de�ned by the user(s). Then, M

2

(the
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number of black lines) is incremented from 1, until all the nodes in the original data

are connected and form a single island.

For each value of M

2

, dummy items are inserted intoD. The third and the forth

lines of the procedure above mean: If 2 or more lines have the same set of items,

the same dummy item is inserted to all those lines, su�xed with the line-number

of the �rst of those lines. That is, k j is inserted to the j-th line, and, if there is a

line (the i-th line) of the same set of items as in the j-th line, k j is inserted to all

those lines.

To this data with inserted dummy nodes, KeyGraph is applied as in the �fth line.

Then, the newest dummy items which did not appear on the bridges of KeyGraph

are deleted from D as in the sixth and the seventh lines. The integer k, the level of

crystallized structure, is incremented if H, the set of dummy nodes in the obtained

KeyGraph, di�ers from Hidden k i.e. the set of the latest dummy items obtained

so far. If a line in the data includes 2 or more dummies, all the dummy items in

the line except for the highest level are deleted, as in the eleventh to the thirteenth

lines in the procedure.

After all, the following are obtained:

1) A new data set with dummy items, corresponding to hidden events that

connect substructures in each level.

2) keygraph(D, M

1

, M

2

, M

3

) for the obtained data D, for arbitrarily de-

termined values of M

1

, M

2

, and M

3

. By increasing M

2

, we can focus the

output to the higher level of the hidden structure. By decreasing M

2

, the

granularity of the visualized structure is increased.

Data Crystallization works in the way like the crystallization of snow. A crystal-

lizing item of the data plays a role like a particle of dust, which connects molecules

of water in a cold temperature and forms a snow crystal. The increase in M

2

cor-

responds to the decrease in temperature, so the gradual increase in M

2

leads to a

well-structured KeyGraph corresponding to a well-structured snow crystal obtained

from gradual cooling of air.

7.2. The Human-Machine Interaction in Data Crystallization

The tool Data Crystallizer should work in Step 3) of the Double Helix peocess as

described in the list below, because Data Crystallization is a kind of Chance Dis-

covery. That is, Data Crystallization serves the understanding of deep-level chance

events, but the dummy items corresponding to these events cannot be understood

if the user is still in an early stage of Chance Discovery. There is a risk of disturbing

user's understanding if a too complex structure is shown to someone who seeks sim-

ple information. Thus, Data Crystallizer works only if the user is concerned with

unobservable level of the structure:

The Re�ned DH process for Data Crystallization

Step 1) Express the user's (or the users group) own concern with a chance.
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Step 2) Obtain the external data, i.e., the data from the target environment, rel-

evant to the current concern.

Step 3) Propose scenarios from the thoughts of user(s) by looking at the scenario

map, which is the result of visual data mining with a tool such as KeyGraph,

applied to the external data obtained in Step 2. If the participants want

to investigate unobservable levels of the structure, use Data Crystallizer.

Otherwise use KeyGraph without inserting dummy items.

Step 4) Visualize the internal data, i.e., the documented thoughts of user(s) in

Step 3, by visual text mining.

Step 5) Choose the optimal scenario (by discovering chances if any), from the

maps of Step 3 and Step 4.

Step 6) Evaluate the scenario obtained in Step 5) from the bene�t/loss of the ob-

tained scenario, and go to Step 1) if one obtains a new concern for improving

the scenario.

8. A Running Case of Data Crystallization

We took a series of meetings in a faculty of 21 members, as the target data to

analyze. In Da, a part of data on the participants are listed, obtained in Step 2) for

our concern \where is the real leader ?" Here, each line corresponds to one meeting

by some part of the faculty. Note that the names are arranged to hide real individual

names, i.e., if reader �nds a faculty of similar members, it might not be the case

dealt with here.

Da = tsubaki saru ogura kuwa

tsubaki saru kuwa kawai

kawai kuwa nagai

ogura yoshida tsubaki kawai xu

xu makimoto tsubaki yuji

ryoke nagai

::: (8.6)

Fig.6 is the result of KeyGraph in Step 3), for M

1

=20, M

2

=20, and M

3

=20,

from Da. Even though KeyGraph searched 20 hubs bridging between islands in

this setting, we �nd all islands separated i.e., no bridges among them. That is, the

faculty looked like a set of groups irrelevant to each other, in spite of the bridging

function of KeyGraph. This was unreasonable, because the teamwork of this faculty

was good enough to combine the knowledge of professors and make collaborative

projects. Thus, we came to investigate deeper levels including hidden events. The

dummy nodes are now inserted, denoted 1 x for the x-th line, to obtain Db below.
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Db = tsubaki saru ogura kuwa 1 1

osawa yuji yoshida xu kawai sano 1 2

tsubaki saru kuwa kawai 1 3

kawai kuwa nagai 1 4

ogura yoshida tsubaki kawai xu 1 5

xu makimoto tsubaki yuji 1 6

ryoke nagai1 7

::: (8.7)

Fig.7 is the KeyGraph for Db. We now �nd that some dummy nodes remaining

in the graph, forming the bridges among islands. For example, we �nd dummy 1 5

between yoshida and ogura. This means some hidden item relevant to the �fth

meeting (the �fth line in Eq.(8.7)) made a signi�cant bridge for the structure of the

faculty. All dummy items which did not appear as bridges in Fig.7 are deleted from

the data (see the sixth and the seventh lines in the procedure of Data Crystallizer).

Fig. 6. The original KeyGraph for members of a group.

Then, new dummy nodes 2 x for the second level are inserted to obtain Dc in

Eq.(8.8). However, let us skip the output of KeyGraph for Dc and just show the

change in the data. That is, dummy nodes in the second level are deleted if they do

not appear in the resultant KeyGraph, and the data change into Dd in Eq.(8.9).

Having the tool run in this way to the third level, De as in Eq.(8.10) is obtained.
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Dc = tsubakisaruogurakuwa1 12 1

osawayujiyoshidaxukawaisano1 22 2

tsubakisarukuwakawai1 32 3

kawaikuwanagai2 4

ogurayoshidatsubakikawaixu1 52 5

xumakimototsubakiyuji2 6

ryokenagai1 72 7::: (8.8)

Dd = tsubaki saru ogura kuwa 1 1

osawa yuji yoshida xu kawai sano 2 2

tsubaki saru kuwa kawai 1 3

kawai kuwa nagai

ogura yoshida tsubaki kawai xu 2 5

xu makimoto tsubaki yuji

ryoke nagai 1 7

ryoke nagai tsubaki 1 7::: (8.9)

De = tsubaki saru ogura kuwa 1 1

osawa yuji yoshida xu kawai sano 3 2

tsubaki saru kuwa kawai 1 3

kawai kuwa nagai

ogura yoshida tsubaki kawai xu2 5

xu makimoto tsubaki yuji

ryoke nagai 1 7

ryoke nagai tsubaki1 7

::: (8.10)

Fig.8 is the result for De, with M

2

increased up to 30. Increasing the number of

black links (M

2

) means to enlarge islands, for ignoring the local structure between

small islands, and to focus attention on the higher level. Some dummy nodes in the

same line appear in the same position in the graph, such as dummy 1 2 and dummy

3 2 in Fig.8. In such a case, only dummy 3 2 should remain here, so dummy 1 2 is

deleted from the data set as in the tenth to the twelfth lines in the procedure of

Data Crystallizer.

After obtaining De, the informative data with unobservable events, we can re-

duce the number of black lines, i.e., M

2

, to obtain Fig.9 to see the lower-level
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(dummy 1 x), the middle-level (dummy 2 x), and the high-level (dummy 3 x) struc-

tures of the human relations in the faculty. We apparently obtain newer �ndings

than Fig.6. On Fig.9, the thoughts of some faculty members were collected as below.

� The 3 x dummy nodes represent the top level links. For example, Ogura

was the head of the biggest department in the faculty two years ago, and

his node is linked to the dean. Yoshida works in computer science, and is

the current head of the department. Ogura and Yoshida are linked by 3 5.

� The next level (2 x) dummy nodes connect pairs e.g. fRyoke, Nagaig,

Watanabe, Sano. They were discussing the local arrangements of depart-

ments, i.e., middle-class management of the faculty.

� The next level (1 x) dummy nodes link pairs such as fSaru, Kuwag. These

correspond to proposals and acceptation from young sta� such as Saru and

Kuwa, i.e., bottom up proposals.

(continuing to other messages...)

These messages constitute the internal data used in Step 4), in the Re�ned DH

Process for Data Crystallization. By looking at Fig.8 obtained by KeyGraph for the

internal data, the participants clearly became aware that the common interests of

the dean (not included in the data of meeting participants), and the previous and

the current heads of the biggest department are important for the management of

the whole faculty. By looking at the common opinions of these heads, it is possible

to detect signs of new trends of this faculty. In essence, the same prodecure as the

one shown in this example is considered to be applicable to other human societies,

such as criminal groups, consumers, researchers in a scienti�c domain, etc.

9. Conclusions

Data Crystallizing means to extend Chance Discovery to the discovery of signi�cant

events in more uncertain environment than we have been dealing with in studies on

Chance Discovery. And, the sphere of real world applications linked from this basic

research is expected to include intelligence analysis, development of new products,

aiding corporate behaviors by detecting interest of employees, etc.

A relevant research area to Chance Discovery is Evidence Extraction and

Link Discovery (EELD), where important links of people with other people and

with their own actions are to be discovered from heterogeneous sources of data

13;14;15;16;17;18;19;20;21

. The di�erence between Chance Discovery and EELD, for the

time being, is in the position of human factors in the research approaches. In Chance

Discovery, the visualization techniques such as KeyGraph have been used for clar-

ifying the e�ect of chances, by activating user's thoughts on scenarios in the real

environment. On the other hand, the EELD program mainly contributed to identi-

fying the most signi�cant links among items more automatically and precisely than

human.

Studies on EELD are coming to be oriented to coupling symbolic expressions of
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human knowledge with a machine learning system

20

, and also introducing the use

of data visualization for decision making

17;18

. On the other hand, Chance Discovery

has been integrating the human process of externalizing the tacit experiences with

the power of machines for �nding a surprising trigger to new actions in the real

environment. That is, human's interaction with machine intelligence is coming to

the centers of these two domains.

We �nally predict the meeting point of Chance Discovery and EELD will be the

detection of unobserved but signi�cant events, as in the challenge of Data Crys-

tallization. As shown in the jump from Fig.9 to Fig.10, the clari�cation of hidden

links via unobservable events are �nally up to the human thought. Human should

look into more and more granular information about the environment, hand in hand

with the crystallization of KeyGraph. This is like a scientist in a laboratory cooling

the temperature slowly, carefully monitoring the experimental condition, in order

to obtain a well-structured crystal.
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Fig. 7. The KeyGraph for data with �rst-order dummies (1 x).

Fig. 8. The KeyGraph with third-order dummies, for M

2

=30.
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Fig. 9. The KeyGraph with third-order dummies, for M

2

reduced down to 7.

Fig. 10. The KeyGraph for comments on Fig.8.
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Abstract. There are invisible events which play an important role in
the dynamics of visible events. Such an event is named a dark event. Un-
derstanding of the dark event is important for harnessing risk in modern
social and business problems. A new technique has been deveoped to un-
derstand dark events and to extend the chance discovery process. The
technique is human-interactive annealing for revealing latent structures
along with the algorithm for discovering dark events. Test data generated
from a scale-free network shows that the precision of the algorithm is up
to 90%. An experiment on discovering an invisible leader hidden under
an on-line decision-making circumstance and a trial for the analysis on
unknown emerging technology are demonstrated.

1 Introduction

A chance means an event with significant impact on human’s decision-making
[Oh03a]. It could be conceived either as opportunity or as risk [Oh02]. The chance
discovery process is designed for noticing a sign suggested by observed events
and for putting new and significant scenarios into concrete shape [Oh03b]. In the
process, a software tool named KeyGraph interfaces computational data process-
ing, with human recognition and intuition. KeyGraph analyzes co-occurrence
between observed events. It produces an event map and indicates a chance as a
visual structure. The structure is a weak relationship bridging between multiple
event clusters [Fu02]. In these features, the chance discovery is different from rare
events or exception rules in data mining [Su05], [We98], and knowledge creation
process [Ho94].

Experts of the chance discovery process, however, began to recognize a new
problem, where the ordinary KeyGraph fail to visualize a latent structure hid-
den behind observation. It has been noticed empirically that important events
composing the latent structure are neither visible nor observed in many social
and business problems. Such invisible events are particularly important for har-
nessing risk. Let us describe two examples.

In human network analysis, it has drawn much attention to analyze terrorist
organizations and to capture the signs of attacks. It is important to acquire infor-
mation on leaders, close associates, important persons, and a chain of command
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to the individual terrorists. The terrorist organizations hide such information in
the visible data like communication logs, telephone records or emails. The leader
seems to penetrate the organization like an invisible atmosphere and to synchro-
nize individual terrorists toward the attack objective. This invisible atmosphere
is a latent structure behind observed terrorist organization activities. Essentially,
governments, intelligence offices, and secret services need understanding of the
latent structure and an insight into a scenario for harnessing and removing risk
from invisible terrorism.

In technology research and development, strategies on intellectual properties
are critical to earning, costing, and even survival of companies. It is important to
detect if competitor companies possess undisclosed surpassing technologies and
expertise. Decision-making on making, buying, or licensing technologies is sub-
ject to such competitor companies’ properties. Particularly, a sub-marine patent
had been a great threat. Its publication is intentionally delayed by the appli-
cant so that its presence and application can not be made visible. Such invisible
technology is a latent structure behind complementarities and substitutability
relationship among technologies and their holder companies. Essentially, strate-
gists for corporate research and development need understanding of the latent
structure and an insight into a scenario for harnessing and removing risk from
hidden technologies.

From these examples, it is learned that there are invisible events which play
an important role in the dynamics of visible events. Such invisible events are
named dark events after dark matter in cosmology. New and significant scenarios
for harnessing risk shall be put into concrete shape by understanding presence,
nature, interaction and meaning of the dark events. But invisible dark events
have not been within the scope of the chance discovery process. We have de-
veloped a new technique; humna-interactive annealing of latent structures along
with crystallization algorithm of dark events to understand dark events. After
studying the basic features of dark events, the principle of the technique and
two application examples for harnessing risk in the real world are presented in
the following sections.

2 Dark event

A new idea; dark event is introduced to formulate the problem described in
section 1. The dark events are neither visible nor observable. Their associations
to visible events form a latent structure hidden behind observation. But, the
dark events are essential in the dynamics which governs temporal and spatial
behavior, structure forming and life cycle of visible events. The dark event is
analogous to dark matter in cosmology. The dark matter refers to hypothetical
particles which do not emit or reflect radiation to be detected directly. But its
presence can be inferred from gravitational effects on visible matter such as stars
and galaxies. The dark matter hypothesis aims to explain several anomalous
astronomical observations in the stellar dynamics. Estimates of the amount of
the dark matter suggest that there is far more matter than is directly observable.
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If dark matter does exist, it vastly outmasses the visible part of the universe.
Before studying a means to analyze dark events closely, classification of events
into four classes are presented. They are dark event, chance, visible event and
event cluster. The chance, visible event and event cluster have been within the
scope of the chance discovery process with KeyGraph.

– Dark event: The first class is dark event. The dark event is invisible because
its occurrence frequency is very small. The dark event is diffusing randomly
like an atmosphere because its association with other events is very weak.
It does not tend to cling to a particular event cluster. It does not tend to
appear as a pair with a particular event. In consequence, its co-occurrence
is very small. This class of events has not been within the scope of chance
discovery.

– Chance: The second class is chance. It is an infrequent but important event.
Its occurrence frequency is very small. But its co-occurrence with a partic-
ular event or event cluster is not very small. KeyGraph are equipped with
algorithms to analyze co-occurrence with Jaccard coefficient or Dependence
coefficient. This class has been a major focus of chance discovery. KeyGraph
visualize chance as a red node bridging between black node islands repre-
senting event clusters on an event map.

– Visible event: The third class is visible event. It is a frequent event. Its
occurrence frequency is large. It can be observed easily. But its co-occurrence
with a particular event or event cluster is not large. KeyGraph visualize a
visible event as an isolated black node. So far the visible event has not been
given large significance in chance discovery.

– Event cluster: The fourth class is event cluster. It is a set of frequent and
strongly related events. Its occurrence frequency is large. Its co-occurrence
with a particular event or event cluster is large as well. KeyGraph visualize an
event cluster as a big black node island including many inter-connected black
nodes. The event cluster is important as a reference point of observation to
discover chance as a bridge node connected to it. The event clusters have a
regular, ordered and stable nature.

The following is a working hypothesis on dark events and the evolution of
chance. The dark events which are about to change into a chance may look like an
emerging order in a chaotic structure. The chaotic structure close to the order
may be discovered by identifying dense dark events and by analyzing them.
On the contrary to the ordinary chance discovery process, human-interactive
annealing of latent structures along with crystallization algorithm of dark events
addresses the problem to understand dark events. Their details are described in
the following sections.

– Hypothesis 1: Risk (or opportunity) shall originate in dense dark events,
grows into a visible event (cluster), and matures into a well-understood sce-
nario.
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3 Annealing of latent structures

Before detailing the human-interactive annealing process, a little space is spent
to learn a general meaning of annealing. Annealing in materials science is a heat
treatment where the structure of a material is altered. It causes changes in the
physical property such as strength through removal of crystal defects and the
internal stresses. The annealing heats up a material piece until its temperature
reaches a stress-relief point and cools down the piece slowly. Similarly, simu-
lated annealing [Du00] is a probabilistic technique of computational optimiza-
tion based on physical formulas describing the annealing in materials science. It
is used to discover the optimal point in a large search space.

The human-interactive annealing similarly seeks the optimal point. It should
be noted that the optimal point is in terms of human’s creativity for new and
significant scenarios. The annealing visualizes human recognition of the observed
data into an event map. The optimal event map activates human’s creativity
most strongly. Our technique is based on the following working hypothesis on
human recognition and creativity. The optimal event map is neither in ordered
structure nor in chaotic random structure. The ordered structure is a group of
well-understood concepts in human recognition. Mixing it with chaotic nature
of dark events results in strong activation of human’s creativity for new and
significant scenarios. Such a structure is maintained in the basin of chaos between
order and chaos [Ka96].

– Hypothesis 2: Mixing the ordered structure of well-understood concepts with
chaotic nature of dark events shall result in strong activation of human’s
creativity.

The human-interactive annealing process is a combination of two complemen-
tary elements; crystallization algorithm on computers and human’s interpreta-
tion. The two elements are illustrated in figure 1 with five event map examples.
In the event maps, the event clusters and dark events are drawn schematically.
The dark events are made visible, owing to the crystallization algorithm. The
horizontal axis is the number of iteration. The vertical axis corresponds to the
randomness of the visualized event structure. A parameter to control the ran-
domness (like temperature) needs be introduced. It could be the number of event
clusters or the total number of edges between events. The iteration is continued
until human converges into complete understanding.

Crystallization algorithm is a breaking-through method by Ohsawa [Oh05],
where dummy events which may potentially corresponds to the dark events are
visualized. Yet, the complex algorithm and the complex graph obtained were
hard to understand for users. It has been desired that user can reflect the user’s
interest in the visualization for focusing the obtained graph to understandable
simplicity. We have modified the algorithm and incorporated it into the annealing
process. In the crystallization, the computer analyzes the occurrence frequency
and the co-occurrence of events. In the heating step, up to the specified peak
temperature, the number of clusters and edges between visible events decrease.
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Weak associations are destroyed. The crystallized dark events disappear. Then, a
cooling step comes after the heating step, where event structures are solidified as
temperature goes down. The number of crystallized dark events between clusters
of visible events increases on an event map. The clusters are connected to each
other to form a single large structure. The crystallization is followed by human’s
interpretation, where it is also checked whether the termination condition is
fulfilled.

In the human’s interpretation, let us assume that the process involves a
group of humans, as in the previous cases of chance discovery. The humans put
annotation to individual structures appeared on an event map, guess the meaning
of dark events, and put scenarios into a concrete shape. If the structure does not
match their intuitive recognition, they start annealing iteration again. It is a
trigger of a heating step where event structures are dissolved as the temperature
goes up to the next peak temperature. The peak temperature is specified based
on the degree of understanding. When the understanding is poor, they should
not change the peak temperature largely, but should stare at the current graph
on an event map. On the other hand, if the structure matches their intuitive
recognition approximately, they can re-start crystallization algorithm again to
crystallize dark events further. If the structure implies novel scenarios of event
occurrence finally, the iteration terminates, ending in complete understanding.

4 Crystallization algorithm

A new simplified crystallization algorithm has been developed to visualize dark
events. This section details the algorithm, implementation with KeyGraph, and
evaluation with measures of precision and recall. The basic idea of the crystal-
lization algorithm is that visible dummy events are inserted to the input obser-
vation data to represent dark events. A dummy event is a symbolic expression
of a latent structure containing dark events.

4.1 Crystallization of dark events

Observation data from which occurrence of events and co-occurrence between
them can be evaluated shall be the input. For simplicity, we take basket data as
an example of the input data format. The content of the basket is a set of events
grouped under a specific subject. They may be a group of events observed simul-
taneously, or a group of events having some properties in common. Another typ-
ical input data format is vector representation of events in the multi-dimensional
observation space. Before processing the baskets with the crystallization algo-
rithm, the number of clusters, |C| must be specified. At the first iteration, |C| is
initialized to be unity or a small number. After that, |C| is gradually increased,
based on the human interpretation. A generic crystallization algorithm under a
specified number of clusters consists of five steps, event identification, clustering,
dummy event insertion, co-occurrence calculation and topology analysis.
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Fig. 1. Human-interactive annealing process for levealing a latent structure. The hori-
zontal axis is the number of iteration. The vertical axis corresponds to the randomness
of the visualized event structure.
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1. Event identification: The all events appearing in the baskets B = {bi} (i ∈
[0, |B| − 1]) are picked up. The event set is denoted by E. The individual
item is denoted by ei (i ∈ [0, |E| − 1]).

2. Clustering: The event set E is classified into groups under a specified number
of groups. This step can employ many existing technical expertise in statis-
tics and machine learning such as clustering [Ha01], [Du00], unsupervised
learning [Na05], projection of high dimensional data [Ag04], visualization
[Hi99], and latent variable analysis [Bo89]. Clustering consists of partitioning
a data set into subsets, so that the data in each subset share some similarity
or proximity for some defined distance measure. Unsupervised learning is a
method of machine learning where a model is fit to observations as input.
It is distinguished from supervised learning by the fact that there is not a
priori output to be learned or inferred from teacher data. The cluster set is
denoted by C. The individual cluster is denoted by ci (i ∈ [0, |C| − 1]).

Existing clustering algorithms can be employed. Clustering may be hierar-
chical or non-hierarchical. The hierarchical clustering may be either divisive
or agglomerative. The non-hierarchical clustering may use k-means algo-
rithm, k-medoids algorithm, or equivalents. Kohonen’s self-organization map
(SOM) [Ko90], [Ha01], or graph theory based clustering methods [Du00] may
also be applied. In either algorithm, a measure to evaluate similarity or dis-
similarity between a pair of events is necessary. Similarity can be evaluated
as co-occurrence of two items within baskets. Jaccard coefficient (equation
(1)) and Dependence coefficient (equation (2)) are popular examples [Mu03],
[Ma01]. The occurrence frequency of an event, ei is denoted by Freq(ei).
They are an estimate of an association measure. The Dependence coefficient
is called expected confidence, or lift.

Ja(ei, ej) =
Freq(ei ∩ ej)
Freq(ei ∪ ej)

(1)

Dep(ei, ej) =
Freq(ei ∩ ej)

Freq(ei) × Freq(ej)
(2)

Finally, calculated clusters ci (i ∈ [0, |C| − 1]) are drawn on an event map.
Links are drawn between a pair of events having large co-occurrence within
individual clusters.

3. Dummy event insertion: A dummy event DEi is inserted into a basket bi

[Oh05]. If {ei} ∈ bi ≡ {ej} ∈ bj for i 6= j, DEj is set to DEi. The basket
becomes bi → {{ei}, DEi}. The dummy event represents a set of latent
participants to the basket. It also corresponds to the subject to the basket.
These are the first order dummy events. Higher order dummy events can
also be inserted into baskets. For examples, the third order dummy event
DEijk is inserted into baskets bi, bj and bk.
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4. Co-occurrence calculation: Co-occurrence between a dummy event and clus-
ters is evaluated. In case of Jaccard coefficient, equation (3) is used. In
equation (3), the function, max (maximal) may be replaced by functions,
ave (average) or min (minimal), depending on the problem nature.

Co(DEi, C) =
|C|−1∑
j=0

max
ej∈cj

Ja(DEi, ej) (3)

Two types of dummy events have large value of co-occurrence. One is those
having large expected confidence with particular clusters. The other is those
having relatively large expected confidence with relatively large number of
clusters.

5. Topology analysis: The dummy events DEi are ordered based on the co-
occurrence with the clusters. The dummy events having large co-occurrence
are picked up. The dummy events are connected to the clusters. The num-
ber of links between the dummy events and clusters is limited to 2 to 4
empirically. The number of picked up dummy events is increased until the
all clusters are connected. Finally, the dummy events and links to the clus-
ters are drawn on the event map. This structure reveals a latent structure
consisting of dark events.

4.2 Implementation with KeyGraph

The crystallization algorithm can be implemented with the existing KeyGraph
[Oh02]. KeyGraph employs a force-direct placement technique to draw a graph
[Fu91]. The edges are replaced with a spring having characteristics depending on
the co-occurrence to form a mechanical system [Su02]. An edge between vertexes
having Jaccard coefficient above a threshold is subject to an attractive force. As a
result, they tend to come close together. The vertices move until the mechanical
system comes to an equilibrium state. Although the distance on the event map
has no strict meaning, closeness between events approximately represents the
strength of the relationship.

At first, dummy events are inserted to the original basket data. The first order
dummy events are used. Higher order dummy events are neglected because their
occurrence frequency (Freq(DEi) > 1) results in wrong frequency analysis and
clustering in KeyGraph algorithm. Then, KeyGraph output an event map. The
number of black nodes is the same as the number of events |E|. The number
of black links is a tuning parameter. The occurrence frequency of the dummy
events is smaller than that of the original events. The dummy events do not
appear as black nodes. The tuning parameter is adjusted to make the number
of clusters C. The number of red nodes is zero. Finally, the number of red nodes
is increased gradually so that the all black node clusters are connected. The
dummy events become red nodes between the black node clusters.
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4.3 Evaluation

We present a basic evaluation of the crystallization algorithm using test data
generated from a scale-free network [Ba99]. The scale-free network is a commonly
used model to describe human’s communication, relationship or dependence in
social problems. The scale-free network is suitable as a model for analyzing and
harnessing risk. The scale-free network tends to contain centrally located hub
events like leaders in an organization. The hub events influence the way the
network operates. However, random deletion of events has little effect on the
network’s connectivity and effectiveness.

Figure 2 shows a scale-free network having 101 events. It includes a primary
hub event (labeled 0-00) and five clusters (labeled 1-xx, 2-xx, 3-xx, 4-xx, and
5-xx). The clusters include secondary hub events (labeled 1-00, 2-00, 3-00, 4-00,
and 5-00) and 95(= 19×5) events. The event is connected with events in different
clusters by the probability of 0.02. The occurrence frequency distribution of
nodal degree is ruled by the power law; y ∝ x−2.7. The evaluation is for the
crystallization algorithm rather than for the whole annealing process. Human’s
interpretation can not be applied because the scale-free network here does not
have any understandable background context. The objective is to evaluate how
much information regarding the primary hub event the crystallization algorithm
can recover from the test data. The test data was generated in the two steps
below.

– Step 1: One hundred basket data was generated from the scale-free network.
– Step 2: A latent structure regarding the primary hub event for the evaluation

was configured to the basket data.

Events under a direct influence from an event are grouped into a basket.
For example, we can imagine a situation where a person starts talking and a
conversation takes place among neighboring persons. The area of such influence
is specified approximately with the distance from an event. In this evaluation,
we made up one hundred basket data consisting of events within two hops from
an individual event in Figure 2. One hop is as long as one edge on the graph.
Next, from the basket data, the primary hub event (0-00) was deleted so that the
hub event was made invisible on the basket data. As a result, the primary hub
event and the links inter-connecting the hub event and the five clusters became
a latent structure hidden behind the basket data.

At first, we present a graphical result with a KeyGraph event map. Figure
3 shows an event map, resulting in 50 crystallized dummy events (pale bridges)
inter-connected to 6 event clusters. The number of vertices in the clusters is
still 100. The number of pale bridges was 50. Five large clusters correspond
to the original 5 clusters in figure 2. Dummy events DE-35, DE-80, and DE-89
appeared between the two clusters. Thus, the basket data containing DE-35, DE-
80, and DE-89 shall have additional relevant information on the latent structure.
Actually, these basket data had contained the primary hub event before it was
deleted. At least, three baskets were identified, from which we would obtain a
clue regarding the invisible primary hub event. From these results, we confirmed
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that basket data containing dummy events appearing as pale bridges between
large event clusters indicate relevant information on the latent structure. The
crystallization algorithm can recover information from the test data.

Next, we present quantitative performance evaluation to see whether the
crystallization algorithm can output dummy events on the event map as a cor-
rect answer. In information retrieval, precision and recall have been used as
evaluation criteria. Precision is the fraction of relevant data among the all data
returned by search. Here, precision is evaluated by calculating the ratio of cor-
rect dummy events within all the dummy events emerging as pale bridges on
the event map. The correct dummy events are those which were inserted to the
basket data where the primary hub event had been deleted. In other words, they
are those relevant to understanding the latent structure. Recall is the fraction
of the all relevant data that is returned by the search among the all data. Recall
is evaluated by calculating the ratio of correct dummy events emerging as pale
bridges on the event map among the all correct dummy events. With precision
and recall, we check whether the all dummy events and the only dummy events
relevant to the primary hub event are picked up and visualized as pale bridges
on the event map.

Figure 4 shows the calculated precision and recall as a function of the number
of visible dummy events emerging as pale bridges. These results are under the
same conditions as in figure 3 (six event clusters). The precision is 80% to 90%,
when the number is less than 25. The first 25 dummy events correspond to
the essential parts of the latent structure. It must be noted that the remaining
25 dummy events become noisier. This observation could be a heuristic rule to
prioritize the dummy events to start analysis with.

5 Human interpretation

The human interpretation starts with putting annotation to clusters. Then, it
proceeds to understand dummy events made visible by the crystallization algo-
rithm. Some heuristic rules are referred to, to extract relevant areas from the
event map.

5.1 Annotation

Annotation is additional information associated with a particular piece of data
or a set of data in information. Annotation is a metadata including notes, com-
ments, explanation, reminder or hints. It is useful to put annotations on the
event map as a text in order to transfer one reader’s interpretation to the other
readers. Its principal function is, however, to convert the ambiguous awareness
from intuition into an explicit and concrete understanding for the reader’s own
purposes.

The human interpretation starts with putting annotation to clusters. Clusters
on an intuitively natural event map usually represent a single concept in human
recognition. In other words, it constitutes a dimension in a human recognition
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Fig. 2. Scale-free network with a primary hub event and five clusters. The clusters
include secondary hub events and 95 events. The event is connected with events in
different clusters at a probability of 0.02. The occurrence frequency distribution of
nodal degree obeys the power law.
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Fig. 3. The second iteration of the annealing process, resulting in fifty dummy events
inter-connected to six event clusters.
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Fig. 4. Precision and recall of dummy events as a function of the number of visible
dummy events under the same condition as in figure 3.

space. As the size of clusters increases, it gets easier to put annotation because
larger clusters include more events and more information. Putting annotation
from larger clusters to smaller clusters is a task to put aside human recognition
and to configure the reader’s own human recognition space. Next, human inter-
pretation proceeds to understand dummy events on the event map. We need to
know which dummy events to focus on initially. There are a few heuristic rules
to start with. They are described next.

5.2 Heuristic rules for understanding

A heuristic rule is an empirical rule of thumb which usually produces a good
solution or solves a simplified problem that contains the solution of complex
problems. It often ignores whether the solution can be proven to be correct.
But heuristic rule approach is effective when the problem is to complicate to
define and treat mathematically, such as those in human knowledge, human
recognition or human-computer interface. We have accumulated and confirmed
some heuristic rules to extract a relevant structure from the event map after the
annealing. The relevant structure the following heuristic rules indicate should be
focused on to start investigation to imagine a scenario. It is also recommended
to investigate the basket subject and content associated to the dummy events
appearing in the focused structure.

– Heuristic rule 1: Imagine a scenario by carefully looking at the structure
where many dummy events emerge as pale bridges between event clusters.
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– Heuristic rule 2: Imagine a scenario by carefully looking at the structure
where dummy events emerging as pale bridges are directly connected to a
big event cluster.

Based on the heuristic rules, a generic density index to rank the importance
of the latent structure has been derived. For individual gaps between clusters,
the density index is the ratio of the number of dummy events to the distance
between event clusters across the dummy events. The distance is the number
of red nodes along the path from one cluster to another. Figure 5 illustrates
the definition of the density index. According to the index, case (a) (index =
3/1) is more important than case (b) (index = 1/1). Case (b) is more important
than case (c) (index = 1/2). The density index tells us to start investigating
areas where the dark events are dense like in the case (a) and to understand
the meaning of dark events in reference to the annotations put to the connected
event clusters.

Relevant scenarios are lead by combining understood features of the dark
events, problem specific knowledge, and experiences. Within the scenario, we
shall get an insight into practical hypothesis beyond observation. The hypothesis
may account for an influence from an unknown leader or a technology disruption
by an unknown niche company. If the latent structure looks intuitively under-
standable, the human interpretation terminates the iteration in the annealing
process.

Fig. 5. Latent structures having different density index. The importance is evaluated
with the ratio of the number of dummy events to the distance between event clusters.
Case (a) is more important than case (b). Case (b) is more important than case (c).
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6 Harnessing risk in the real world

Two demonstration is carried out to test the applicability of the annealing along
with crystallization algorithm to the real world social and business problems.
The first demonstration is an experiment on human network analysis. The la-
tent structure is an invisible leader hidden in a mailing list for group based
decision-making. The condition is similar to discovery a hidden leader in a ter-
rorist organization. The second demonstration is an analysis on patents for tech-
nology research and development. The latent structure is an invisible emerging
technological element. It is a trial for analysis on unknown emerging technology.
Both are important examples in harnessing risk in the real world.

6.1 Discovery of an invisible leader

An experiment has been demonstrated to test the applicability of the whole
human-interactive annealing process to social and business problems in the real
world. The experiment is on human network analysis where we try to discover
an invisible leader in a communication network with the annealing process. The
latent structure is a chain of command from the invisible leader in a mailing
list under a group-based collective decision-making circumstance. The invisible
leader had a large influence on the discussion and opinions from individual mem-
bers. A communication environment was prepared so that the invisible leader
could instruct the individual members toward a favorable conclusion, orally with-
out using the mailing list. During one month, 15 members participated in the
mailing list, 220 emails were sent, and 56 basket data are observed. Subjects of
the basket data are the titles of emails. The contents of each basket data are a set
of members who sent and replied to the emails with the subject. They shall be
the input to the annealing process. For example, a basket data contains a mem-
ber initiating discussion by sending an email with ”subject xyz” and members
replying to the email with ”re: subject xyz”.

The result derived from the annealing of latent structures after the third it-
eration is shown in figure 6. Fourteen crystallized dummy events (pale bridges)
become visible. They are inter-connected to seven-event clusters or isolated vis-
ible events. The figure includes the annotations put in human’s interpretation.
The annotation is based on the background knowledge on the problem and un-
derstanding of the member’s characteristics. Four dummy events DE-07, DE-33,
DE-35, and DE-45 appeared between a seven-member event cluster (Maeno, Oh-
sawa, Kushiro, Murata, Hashizume, Saito, and Murakami) and a single-member
event (Horie). This area is important as the heuristic rules and density index
evaluation of dark events in section 5.2 indicate. Table 1 shows the subjects
and contents of the basket data including the four dummy members. Table 2
shows the actual commands from the invisible leader. Comparing the subject
and email text with the detail of the actual commands, we confirmed that eight
of twelve commands were successfully revealed by the four dummy events. From
this analysis, precision is 100%(= 4/4) and recall is 67%(= 8/12). These eight
commands seem more important than others in terms of an effort to converge
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the discussion into conclusion. The annealing process accurately leads to the
answer. Although the numbers 4 and 8 are small, this is a sound evidence of the
performance, under the restriction where the invisible leader speak rarely. The
experiment was successful in revealing the following two latent structures.

– Instructions in Command: The fact was as shown in table 2. The result was
that the four subjects suggested by the dummy events were included in the
commands. The annealing process revealed communication among the four
dummy events representing the invisible leader and the members.

– Chain of command: The fact was that the invisible leader had sent commands
primarily to members in a seven-member event cluster and a single-member
event. The result was that the edges stemming from the four dummy events
were along the commands. The annealing process revealed the chain of com-
mand from the invisible leader to the members. It is consistent with the
annotations on observed characteristics of the members. From the intuitive
observation, we were got convinced that the invisible leader should primarily
contact with the three important members (Kushiro, Murata, and Horie) in
the clusters.

Popular approaches in the present human network analysis are based on a
network or graph theory. Scale-free networks [Ba99], or small worlds [Wa98]
have been successful in describing many features of human activities and in-
teractions. In addition to describing the human networks accurately, inferring
a latent structure behind observation is getting more important. Such problem
examples are the assessment of an organizational communication capability, the
evaluation of human relational influence in a workplace, detection of collusion
in a bid, and identification of disguise or aliasing in an Internet community. The
human-interactive annealing along with the crystallization algorithm is expected
to shed a new light on these problems.

6.2 Discovery of an invisible emerging technology

A simple trial for analysis on patents is demonstrated. Twenty nine patents
applied in Japan are picked up as known technological expertise in the field of
knowledge discovery. Patents provide with technological elements representing
a measure to solve a specific engineering design problem. We try to identify
an unknown but significant technological element by analyzing these patents.
It may be a technology hidden by a rival company like a submarine patent,
an emerging technology from other field of expertise, or a technology owned by
a niche company or a small technician community. These latent strucutres are
potential risk to corporate research and development. Subjects of the baskets are
objective or preferred effect on the engineering design problems. Content of the
baskets is a set of patent application numbers which is suitable for the subjects
of the baskets. Thirteen baskets are configured. They shall be the input to the
annealing process.
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Fig. 6. Crystallized dummy events in the experiment with a mailing list to make a
decision collectively under an invisible leader
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Dummy event Subject (email title) Content (email sender and replier)

DE-07 Assign roles Hashizume, Horie, Maeno, Murakami,
Murata, Ohsawa

DE-33 Determine place Hashizume, Horie, Kushiro, Maeno,
Murakami, Saito

DE-35 Announcement on setup Horie, Kushiro, Maeno, Murakami

DE-45 Voting on plans Hashizume, Horie, Maeno, Murakami,
Murata, Ohsawa, Saito

Table 1. Subjects and content of the basket including the four dummy members
crystallized in figure 6.

No Command from the invisible leader Does it match
the four dummy events ?

1 Announce about this mailing list No

2 Invite new comers from outside No

3 Introduce yourself No

4 Make sub-groups to discuss individual topics Yes (DE-07)

5 Play a role as a leader of a sub-group Yes (DE-07)

6 Start discussion to assign tasks Yes (DE-07)

7 Focus on particular subjects No

8 Discuss on the place Yes (DE-33)

9 Draw a conclusion on the recipe Yes (DE-45)

10 Draw a conclusion on task assignment Yes (DE-45)

11 Announce the arrangement Yes (DE-35)

12 Announce the details Yes (DE-35)

Table 2. Actual commands from the invidible leader to the members.
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The result derived from the annealing of latent structures after the second
iteration is shown in figure 7. Seven crystallized dummy events (pale bridges)
become visible. They are inter-connected to eighteen-event clusters, smaller clus-
ters, or isolated visible events. The figure includes the annotations put in human’s
interpretation. The annotation is based on the comments understood from the
patents. Three dummy technological elements DE-01, DE-06, and DE-07 ap-
peared between the biggest cluster and two two-event clusters. These areas are
important as the heuristic rules and density index evaluation of dark events in
section 5.2 indicate.

The biggest cluster corresponds to a set of conventional measures devel-
oped for statistical analysis or data mining in knowledge discovery. Particularly,
discovery of association rules in knowledge discovery has evolved along three
performance criteria. The first criterion is speed. This is required in real-time
and on-line applications such as a contact center for product support and ser-
vices. The second criterion is the amount of data. This is required in batch
processing applications such as long-term customer trend analysis. The third
criterion is quality. It means that more precise and more accurate association
rules are required. The two two-event clusters incorporate technological elements
for discovering unexpected knowledge and for visualizing knowledge respectively.
Unexpected knowledge tends to be neglected in human’s recognition, but sig-
nificant for decision-making. In this sense, it is related to the chance discovery.
Visualization is an important technical expertise which has been employed in
many fields in science and engineering. These are mentioned as annotations in
the figure.

The three dummy technological elements between the clusters suggest a new
and unknown technological element which combines these three clusters. Here is
the answer. The human-interactive annealing, about which you are reading, is
just such a technology! It indicates unexpected risk by visualizing invisible dark
events with use of the technical expertise in statistics and machine learning.
The technological element represents a technique to incorporate human cogni-
tive factor into the process. The result recommends the technology analyst to
investigate closely whether potential competitor companies are developing such
technological element or not. Although this analysis is for a simple demonstration
purpose, it indicates how we should proceed to get an insight into a scenario for
harnessing risk from hidden technological property based on a latent structure.

Popular approaches in the present technology research and development em-
ploy engineering design methods such as TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem
Solving in Russian), Value Engineering (VE), or Taguchi method. These meth-
ods mainly aim at utilizing precedent successful cases and optimizing combina-
tion of technological elements under cost and quality constraint. Identifying an
invisible new technological element emerging as a niche is getting more impor-
tant. The annealing along with crystallization algorithm is expected to shed a
new light on such problems.
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Fig. 7. Crystallized dummy events in the analysis on Japanese patents on knowledge
discovery.
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7 Summary

There are invisible events which play an important role in dynamics of visible
events. Such events are named dark events. Understanding of the dark event is
important for harnessing risk in modern social and business problems. Risk (or
opportunity) may originate in dense dark events within a latent structure, grow
into visible events or event clusters, and mature toward well-understood scenar-
ios. To understand dark events, a new technique; human-interactive annealing of
latent structures have been developed. The annealing process is combination and
iteration of human interpretation and crystallization algorithm of dark events.
Test data generated from a scale-free network showed that the precision of the
algorithm is up to 90%. An experiment on discovering an invisible leader under
an on-line collective decision-making circumstance was successful. The result in-
dicates that we could discover a hidden terrorist leader and remove risk from the
terrosist attacks. A trial for the analysis on patents for technology research and
development were demonstrated. This could be a starting point for preparing
for the impact from a hidden technology or an unknown emerging technology.
The human-interactive annealing is a great advance in scenario writing where we
shall get an insight into practical hypothesis beyond observation for harnessing
risk in the real world.
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